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. )REVISED 6/30/89 

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 
a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves are 

in the indicated positions with power to the valve operators removed: 

Valve Number Valve- Function Valve Position 

a. HV9353 SOC Warmup CLOSED 
b. HV9359 SOC Warmup CLOSED 
c. HV8150 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
d. HV8151 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
e. HV8152 SOC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
f. HV8153 SOC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
g. HV0396 SOC Bypass Flow Control CLOSED 
h. HV8161 SOC(HX) Bypass Flow OPEN 

Isolation 
i. HV9420 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
j. HV9434 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
k. HV8160 SOC Bypass Flow Control OPEN 
1. HV8162 LPSI Miniflow Isolation OPEN 
m. HV8163 LPSI Miniflow Isolation OPEN 

b. At least once per 31 days by: 

1. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the 
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points, 
and 

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) 
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position is in the correct position.  

c. By a visual inspection which verifies that no loose debris (rags, 
trash, clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be 
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the 
pump suctions during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall 
be performed: 

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establishing 
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and 

2. Of the areas affected within containment at the completion of 
containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.  

d. At least once per refueling interval by: 

1. Verifying automatic isolation of the shutdown cooling system 
from the Reactor Coolant System when RCS pressure is simulated 
greater than or equal to 715 psia, and that the interlocks 
prevent opening the shutdown cooling system isolation valves 
when simulated RCS pressure is greater than or equal to 376 psia.  
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.2 _-Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves are 
in the indicated positions with power to the valve operators removed: 

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position 

a. HV9353 SDC Warmup CLOSED 
b. HV9359 SOC Warmup CLOSED 
c. HV8150 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
d. HV8151 SOC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
e. HV8152 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
f. HV8153 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
g. HV0396 SOC Bypass Flow Control CLOSED 
h. HV8161 SC(HX) Bypass Flow OPEN 

Isolation 
i. Deleted 
j. Deleted 
k. HV9420 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
1. HV9434 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
m. HV8160 SDC Bypass Flow OPEN 

Control 
n. HV8162 LPSI Miniflow OPEN 

Isolation 
o. HV8163 LPSI Miniflow OPEN 

Isolation 

b. At least once per 31 days by: 

1. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the 
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points, and 

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) 
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position is in the correct position.  

c. By a visual inspection which.verifies that no loose debris (rags, trash, 
clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be transported 
to the containment sump and cause restriction of the pump suctions 
during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall be performed: 

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establishing 
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and 

2. Of the areas affected within containment at the completion of 
containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.  

d. At least once per refueling interval by: 

1. Verifying automatic isolation of the shutdown cooling system 
from the Reactor Coolant System when RCS pressure is simulated 
greater than or equal to 715 psia, and that the interlocks 
prevent opening the shutdown cooling system isolation valves 
when simulated RCS pressure is greater than or equal to 376 psia.  
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REVISED 6/30/89 

D EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 
a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves are 

in the indicated positions with power to the valve operators removed: 

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position 

a. HV9353 SDC Warmup CLOSED 
b. HV9359 SOC Warmup CLOSED 
c. HV8150 SOC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
d. HV8151 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
e. HV8152 SC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
f. HV8153 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED.  
g. HV0396 SDC Bypass Flow Control CLOSED 
h. HV8161 SOC(HX) Bypass Flow OPEN 

Isolation 
i. HV9420 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
j. HV9434 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
k. HV8160 SOC Bypass Flow Control OPEN 
1. HV8162 LPSI Miniflow Isolation OPEN 
m. HV8163 LPSI Miniflow Isolation OPEN 

b. At least once per 31 days by: 

1. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the 
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points, 
and 

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) 
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position is in the correct position.  

c. By a visual inspection which verifies that no loose debris (rags, 
trash, clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be 
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the 
pump suctions during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall 
be performed: 

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establishing 
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and 

2. Of the areas affected within containment at the completion of 
containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.  

d. At least once per refuel ngi7 terva by: 

1. Verifying automaticAi-se-leMen of the shutdown cooling system 
.irhfixow the Reactor Coolant System when RCS pressure is s eeed 

greater than or equal to 46 psla,&Ad-ta the interlocks 
prevent opening the shut own cooing system isolation valves.  
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.2xEach ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves are 
in the indicated positions with power to the valve operators removed: 

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position 

a. HV9353 SOC Warmup CLOSED 
b. HV9359 SDC Warmup CLOSED 
c. HV8150 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
d. HV8151 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
e. HV8152 SOC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
f. HV8153 SDC(HX) Isolation CLOSED 
g. HV0396 SOC Bypass Flow Control CLOSED 
h. HV8161 SC(HX) Bypass Flow OPEN 

Isolation 
i. Deleted 
j. Deleted 
k. HV9420 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
1. HV9434 Hot Leg Injection CLOSED 

Isolation 
m. HV8160 SDC Bypass Flow OPEN 

Control 
n. HV8162 LPSI Miniflow OPEN 

Isolation 
o. HV8163 LPSI Miniflow OPEN 

Isolation 

b. At least once per 31 days by: 

1. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the 
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points, and 

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) 
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position is in the correct position.  

c. By a visual inspection which.verifies that no loose debris (rags, trash, 
clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be transported 
to the containment sump and cause restriction of the pump suctions 
during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall be performed: 

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establishing 
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and 

2. Of the areas affected within containment at the completion of 
containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.  

d. At least once per refueling inte val by: 

1. Verifying automatic4seai-eR of the shutdown cooling system 
,;i-rwe the Reactor Coolant System when RCS pressure is s4mulated

greater than or equal to 1 AsM , and-that-the interlocks 
prevent opening the she own cooing system isolation valves.* 
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